Monday, April 3rd
Coffee and Donuts Hosted by: TUNA (9AM-11:30AM) @ Boggs Lobby
Jennifer Phillips Seminar- Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Dissertation (1:30PM) @ LBC 203
Rich Loomis Seminar, Wash-U- Physical Chemistry (4PM) @ Jones 102

Tuesday, April 4th
Coffee and Donuts, Hosted by: Elementary STEM Outreach Club (9AM-11:30AM) @ Boggs Lobby
SSE Bingo (5:15PM-7PM) @ City Diner
SSE Week Crawfish Boil (4PM-7PM) @ Boggs Quad
Society of Tulane University Cosmic Observers’ Night in the Observatory (8PM) @ Observatory in Jones Hall

Wednesday, April 5th
Coffee and Donuts, Hosted by: American Institute of Chemical Engineers (9AM-11:30AM) @ Boggs Lobby
SSE Dean’s Forum (5PM - 6PM) @ Boggs 122
Cheryl Sisk Seminar, Michigan State-Neuroscience, “Pubertal maturation of male social behavior; multi-tasking by testosterone.” (4PM) @ Boggs 105
SSE Bingo (6PM-7PM) @ City Diner

**Thursday, April 6th**
Coffee and Donuts, Hosted by: Society of Women Engineers (9AM-11:30AM) @ Boggs Lobby
Maker Space Dedication (1PM-2:30PM) @ Engineering Road- Maker Space, RSVP to events@tulane.edu

11th Annual School of Science and Engineering Research Day Outstanding Researcher Ceremony, Student Research Presentations, & Reception (3PM-5PM) @ LBC, Room 212- Qatar Ballroom and Room 213- Kendall Cram Lecture Hall

**Friday, April 7th**
Marshall-Heape Chair in Geology Investiture Ceremony (3PM-5PM) @ Woldenberg Art Center-Freeman Auditorium
Elizabeth D’Addio Seminar- Chemical and Biomolecular, Engineering “How Industrial Research Projects Improve the Plants (and Business)” (10AM) @ Boggs 239
Victoria Sork Seminar, UCLA- Ecology and Evolutionary, “Landscape and ecological genomics of a California endemic oak, Quercus lobate” (11AM) @ LBC 202
Tim Lyons Seminar, University of California at Riverside- Earth and Environmental Sciences, “Ingerson-Lecture- A Decade of Progress in Studies of Trace Metals in the Early Oceans” (12PM) @ Jones 108
Luke Browne Dissertation, Tulane University- Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, “Patterns and processes of biodiversity in pristine and fragmented rainforests of the Ecuadorian Choco” (1PM) @ Herbert 102